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Here are some books to
help explore butterflies
and insects in the classroom.
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Crafty Caterpillars & Butterflies!

Painted Butterfly

Start with a piece of construction paper, a variety of
paint colors, contrasting conCaterpillar on Leaf
struction paper and pipecleanStart with a child’s foot, some
ers. Fold a piece of paper in
paint (color of your choice), crayhalf. Have children make pain
on, paper, and a leaf. Using a crayblobs on one half. Fold paper
on, do a leaf rubbing onto paper.
over and press with hand to
Paint the toes of your child and
spread paint. Cut out a butterstamp onto a piece of paper. Let
fly body and background for
dry and cut out your “caterpillar”
finished butterfly. Once dry,
to attach to your leaf rubbing.
glue painted butterfly onto
background, layer pipecleaner antennae, and body on
top. Glue together for finished butterfly.

Butterfly & Chrysalis

Make a felt butterfly and
attach a craft stick as body
to the center. Paint a toilet
paper tube to look like the
chrysalis. Now you have a
butterfly & chrysalis puppet!

Heart Butterfly Start with a variety of hearts. With layering and colors, you can create a butterfly by
gluing the hearts together. Add antennae and eyes if desired.

Activities for Further Learning and Fun
Butterfly Life Cycle (with noodles)
Butterflies go through
complete metamorphosis, so there are 4
stages of their life.
Use 4 different styles
of noodles (orzo, rotini,
small shells, and bowtie
pasta) to represent
these stages. Divide a
plate and label with
“eggs, caterpillar, chrysalis, and butterfly.” Have children
glue noodles to the appropriate section of the plate.

The Big Striped Caterpillar
tune of Itsy Bitsy Spider

The big striped caterpillar
Climbed up on a leaf.
Made a little chrysalis
And then fell fast asleep.
While she was sleeping
She dreamed that she
could fly.
And when she woke up,
She was a butterfly!

Caterpillar & Butterfly Snack Ideas
Butterfly snack
bags
Using a ziplock bags, fill
half the bag with grapes
and the other half with
goldfish. Have the students decorate a
clothespin with googly eyes and pipecleaner antennae. Use the clothespin to close off the two sides.

Fruit Butterflies
Using sliced fruit (strawberries,
bananas, raspberries, etc), have
the children make their own butterflies.

Banana Caterpillar
Slice a banana, and skewer with
pretzel sticks to make the body.
Attach a grape for the head.
Then use pretzel sticks for the
antennae.

